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Welcome to our forecasts for the year 2012

We have been doing this yearly forecast for over 10 years, and every year we get questions about many markets that are not
covered in our forecast. So we have expanded this report to include many more markets and charts that you will able to use
all year long. We hope you find it useful.

Our forecasts had a good year in 2011, and we hope to achieve the same accuracy for 2012. Of course we have to warn you
that nothing can be taken for granted in this line of work. Past performance does not guarantee future results. 
If you missed our review of last years prognosis, then you can find it on our blog here:
http://fourpillarsfinance.wordpress.com/2012/01/05/december-2011-wrapping-up-the-year/

So, this will be a much longer letter than we presented in previous years. Here is what is new. 
Besides the Chinese astrology cycles I always use in combination with basic trend lines, you will also find many charts
with my “Earl” indicators on them. This may be new to you. You will not find the “Earl” indicator anywhere on the
internet, because it is a proprietary formula I have gradually developed and tested over the years. I was not satisfied with
the standard technical indicators that most sites and programs offer, because these indicators have a habit of always being
quite late to the party. So I started searching for an indicator that would be smooth, but also EARLY (hence the name).
There is little or no use in an indicator that turns down months after the market has done so. By the time you get a signal
the market is almost ready to go the other way again. You can only lose money by using lagging indicators. Gradually this
Earl indicator has become an important tool in my box, which is used to confirm the signals I get from my other methods.
You will see from the charts below what I mean.

***

I want to start this letter by taking a look at the bigger picture.  It is good to do this at least once in a while.
In the recent years I have been pointing to probable buying opportunities coming up in 2010 and 2011. We got these
bottoms, but why are it “buying” opportunities?

Ten years ago I posted an article based on a relatively simple approach that compares different decennia to each other. We
commonly think in 10 year periods, as is evidenced by our talking about the 70s, 80s, 90s...
Stock markets show a repeating pattern every 10 years (known as the decennial cycle), but what I found is that there are
“weak” decades, in which the market is basically flat for about 10 years (like in the 70s), and “strong” decades, in which
you have an ongoing bull market.
You can still find my 10 year old article here:
http://www.fourpillars.net/finance/annual02.php

What we can use from that article is the chart, based on 200 years of S&P500 history:



We can see in this chart how strong decades tend to start differentiating from the weak decades at the end of the “xxx1”
year.
In 2002, we knew the market was down at the end of the “xxx1” year (compared to start of 2000), which prompted us to
make the prognosis that we were probably in for a weak decade (as shown by the Blue line in this chart).
As we now know, the US stock markets have indeed been flat for the last 10 years.

As we are now in a “xxx2” year again, we can look at the same chart. Are we in for a weak or a strong decade?
Well, the S&P500 was at 1115 at the start of 2010, and it ended at 1257 last December.
So, that's an almost 13% rise, which is slightly better than the average in strong decades in the last 200 years.

Crazy as it may sound based on the recent  and current economic news, the US stock markets have actually started the
decade quite strongly compared to average history.
While this doesn't guarantee that we are in for a strong decade, we should look at the strong (Red) line in this chart until
proven otherwise.

On that basis we would expect the S&P to reach 1360 by the end of 2012, then 1460 (in 2013), 1670 (in 2014), and 1980
(in 2015). The next two years would be spent near the 2000 level, and then rally to 2520 (in 2018) and reach 2700 (in
2019). 

Impossible, you might think. 

But let's not forget that governments around the world are printing money (QE) to “stimulate” the economy. 
It is quite possible that S&P index will rise to 2700, mainly because of these inflationary policies. Or in other words: at the
end of the decade $2700 may not buy more than $1250 buys today. 



An investor in stocks would then have preserved his savings, while an investor in government bonds or savings account
yielding 3% would have an almost 50% loss in purchasing power terms (in the best case, because this assumes that the
government can keep paying its bills, not always a given when we look at examples like Greece).

Many investors are waiting until they see enough good news in the media, before they start making more risky investments
again. But they forget that by the time you see frequent good news again, the bull market in stocks is typically already well
over halfway.

When it is the best time to buy, things are typically looking very bleak, just like they do right now.

Stocks can start going up several years before the economy starts getting better, that's what they usually do.
I actually do think that the current economic problems (debt, unemployment, over-regulation, entitlement mentality,..) will
stay with us for several more years to come. But it will not hold back innovation. And in the longer run it is always
innovation that solves problems, not the bureaucrats in our capital cities.

So much for the bigger picture. You can make your own conclusions.

***

Now let's have a look at what our Chinese cycles portend for next year.

Here is our Nasdaq prediction chart for 2012:

(Predictive chart made with FPF 1.1 software, available at http://www.fourpillars.net/finance/fpf.php)

2012 will be a Water Dragon year (starting on 4th February). Water (and also Earth) have a history of being positive for
stocks. 
That's why the chart is looking so green , suggesting a positive year coming up.
That's why I have been talking about buying opportunity in my recent newsletters and blog posts.

While this does not guarantee a positive year, the odds favor a rising market.
Do not expect the market to go up every month, there will be setbacks or even brief panics, that's how it goes.
Monthly cycles suggest  possible peaks in April and December, and corrections or bottoms are most likely around June and
October.



The technical chart for the Nasdaq Composite Index:

Main trendline to watch is drawn on the chart (blue line). 
Take note of the “Earl2” index at the bottom of the chart (the smooth red line). You can see it does a good job of turning
up or down together with the market (sometimes even a bit earlier than the market).
We are in bottom territory (well below zero) and the line is just turning up, suggesting that the market is getting ready to
rally. 
You can see what happened after a similar bottom in 2006 and 2009.
So things are looking good as long as this line is going upwards. 
When this line turns down again it will be time to get out and hopefully take some profits.

***

On the next pages you find my charts for many more world stock markets, metals, forex, different sectors and
commodities.
With briefer comments, because as you will see, the technical picture for most stock market indices is very similar.

You can also jump straight to the section that interests you: 

Metals start at page 5 , Forex on page 8, Energy prices on page 13, Bonds on page 15.
Other US indices at page 16, and individual sector indices on page 21.
You can find almost 30 international stock market charts from page 29, and commodities are on page 57.



Metals:

Gold

Gold is still in a long term uptrend, but the Earl2 is not showing a bottom yet, so the current correction is probably not
over. 
The Chinese cycles are positive for gold this year, but the current price weakness could last until April -May before going
higher again. 
Be patient if you are looking to buy in this market.
May fall down to 1300-1400 first.



Silver

Silver has had more of a correction already, and the Earl2 is sitting in deep oversold territory, similar to early 2009.
But also here we see no signs of turning up yet. 
Quite possible to bottom near $25 by April.



Copper

Copper is also still in an ongoing uptrend, and had a significant correction in 2011.
Earl2 is stabilizing, so quite likely to turn upwards soon.
That would be a positive sign, since copper price is very sensitive to the ups and downs in the overall economy.
Buy any dips in copper, but better get out if the price falls below $3.



Forex

Euro-US$

The Euro is in a broad sideways pattern that could easily go on for a few more years.
The Earl2 is in a clear downward mode since last summer, and no signs of turning upwards yet.
The Euro could easily fall to 1.18, where it would meet long term support. If that level doesn't hold then look for 1.00
(parity with the $)

The Chinese cycles are negative for the Euro this year, with expected bottoms around March, August-September, and
December. 
After 2013 the sky starts clearing for the Euro.



US$-Japanese Yen

Pretty neutral picture here.
The dollar is likely to break out above the blue down trend line sooner or later, which will probably spark some rally.
But I think this will start going sideways in the 75-85 area.



Aussie$-US$

Can go either way from this point.
Staying out.



Euro-GBP

The Euro is declining against the British pound.
A likely bottom area lies at 0.78 – 0.80
I am looking for the Euro to turn up against Pound around mid-year.



US$- CAD$

The US$ has started rising against its Canadian counterpart.
Could reach the 1.09, but the Earl2 seems to be topping out here.
Neutral for the moment.



Energy Prices

Crude Oil

The Crude Oil chart shows a large narrowing triangle.
Is now sitting close to the upper boundary, so there is potential to break higher from here.
The Earl2 looks fairly neutral, with a slight positive bias for the moment.

But the Chinese cycles point to a down year for oil.
Unless war breaks out in the East, I think that oil will indeed fall back to below $90 this year. Even a drop to $70 is not
out of question.



Natural Gas

Natural gas prices have been weak for years.
The Earl2 is not signaling a bottom yet, but once this market turns up a rally to $4 is easily possible.
Waiting for Earl2 to bottom out.



Bond prices

This is the chart of US 30 year bond rates. (remember that low interest rates = high bond prices and vice versa).
The bonds rates have gone artificially low because of Central banks activity. This is not going to last.
Here we can see that the Earl2 indicator is bottoming out at a very low level, and about to turn upwards.

Also the Chinese cycles point to a bonds prices bottom (=higher interest rates) in 2012 or 2013.

The rates can easily go up to 4.4% (44.0 on the chart), where the first overhead resistance will be met.
Even if we get another dip in rates to 2.6% (the 2009 low), bonds are a sell.



US stock market indexes:

S&P500 Index

A similar analysis to most other stock markets (see above).
Just showing major trend line to watch this year.



Dow Jones Industrials

A break above 13000 is near, would open the way to 14000.



Dow Jones Transports

The Transports are often the first movers.
Here we can see that this index is coming close to multi year highs already.
Earl2 has turned upwards.
Would look for this index to be one of the first to go to new highs this year.



Dow Jones Utilities

The Utilities are nowhere near their recent peaks.
Earl2 is completely neutral.
I think this index will underperform, especially if our prediction for bonds comes true.



Russell 3000

Same picture as S&P and Nasdaq.



Individual Sector indices:

Gold & Silver mining stocks (XAU)

Moving broadly sideways since 2010.
The Earl2 is showing no signs of turning up yet.
Wouldn't surprise me if this index bottoms around 160 before turning up again.



Semiconductor Index (SOX)

Is well set up for a rally.
Earlier highs are in the 550 area, so there is good upside potential if this goes in rally mode.



Biotechnology Index (BTK)

This is one of the sectors that has exceeded its 2007 peaks already, which is a sign of strength.
The recent correction gives a good chance to get in, and the Earl2 is about to turn upwards.
This could become one of the best performing sectors in the current decade.



Internet Index (IIX)

Internet stocks have also performed better than the overall market.
Can be bought.



Banking sector (IXBK)

This has been one of the worst sectors for obvious reasons.
Looks set for a further rally, that can take it to 2100.
But for longer term I would continue to avoid this sector.



Financial 100 (IXF)

Could go to 2400.



Insurance sector (IXIS)

This index has recovered very well from its 2009 lows.
Is close to making new highs and the Earl2 is clearly going upwards.
Looks good.



Telecom sector (IXUT)

Not a leading sector for the moment.
But likely to go up with the rest.



International stock markets:

Most international market have a similar technical picture, suggesting that we are ready for a swing to the upside.
Giving you the charts with major trend line to watch.

Not all these markets will do equally well.
Those who had big declines last year have more room to rise, but that is not a guarantee.
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Commodity prices:

Corn

Probably getting close to a bottom.

The Chinese cycles are positive for most grains this year.

So we expect Corn prices to turn up again this year



Rice

For rice we see a different picture. 
The Earl2 is still going down without sign of stabilizing.

Price of rice could drop below $12, where it would find support from long term trend line.



Soybeans

Also a bit early, but probably getting ready for a rally in the second half of the year. 



Wheat

Here the Earl2 is clearly stabilizing.

Wheat could the first of the grains to start rallying again.



Sugar

Wouldn't buy here.
The Earl2 indicates it is too early for a bottom.

More likely to drop to the 17-18 area.



Cocoa

Cocoa is also in declining mode.

Possible bottom in the 1800 area.



Coffee

Coffee is also still in correction mode.

A bit too early to get in.
Would look for a bottom near 200.

Our Chinese cycles are positive for Coffee this year, so I would look for a rally to start in spring.



Orange Juice

Has been going up for several years.
But appears set for another swing upwards from here.
Watch the trend line.



Live Cattle

The Earl2 is turning down again after trying the upside.
This is a sell signal.



Cotton

Cotton has fallen more than 50%, but the Earl2 is showing a clear bottom.

Wouldn't surprise me if this goes back up to 160.



We hope you enjoy these charts and find some use in them

If you want to receive our next forecasts in your mailbox, then you can subscribe to the free
newsletter on our site: http://www.fourpillars.net/finance/newsl.php

You are also welcome to forward this free newsletter to anyone who is interested.

If you have questions or want to comment, you can post them on the FPF blog:
http://fourpillarsfinance.wordpress.com

Also check out our weekly commentary on LunaticTrader:

http://LunaticTrader.com
http://lunatictrader.wordpress.com/

Have a good year.

Danny VdB

*****

Four Pillars Finance software  - Free trial download

For more detailed daily prediction charts you are welcome to download the Four Pillars Finance 1.1
software on our site : http://www.fourpillars.net/finance/fpf.php
The program calculates the Chinese cycles and shows you in advance the best days , months or
years to buy or sell stocks, gold, bonds, currencies, commodities...
No experience in Chinese astrology is needed in order to use this program.
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